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Overview
Kitchen Alarm (SWM412A) adopts NTC temperature sensor and it’s used to
detect abnormal heat caused by the fire i.e. in kitchen and inform the user promptly
to avoid further expansion of the fire disasters.
If a Kitchen Alarm is added to BASE intelligent security system and has detected
abnormal heat, it will be issued with a high-decibel alarm tone. The intelligent gateway
(SWM188A) will also send out an alarm immediately and sends a message to smart
terminal such as a smart phone.
If the Kitchen Alarm which is added to interconnected BASE smart home
ecosystem has detected abnormal heat，it will issue a high-decibel alarm tone and
the alarm devices in the same system will also send out alarm.
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Features
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Can be used alone.
Can be added to the BASE smart home ecosystem.
Can be added to the interconnected BASE smart home ecosystem.
Alarm tone issued by the device is 85 dB at least.
Low standby current, long battery life.
Two-way wireless communication, convenient to use.
MC-DE3 wireless communication protocol, safe, reliable, convenient.
Wireless distance is more than 100 meters.
Easy to connect to BASE intelligent security system.

Illustration

Number

Name

1

LED

2

Button

3

Buzzer sound hole
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Installation Instruction
4.1





Installation location
In flat ceiling, it should be installed 50 cm away from the wall corner, shown in
Figure 1.
If it is a sloping wall, it should be installed 50 cm away from the highest point on
the wall, shown Figure 2.
Ensure that when alarm appears, people in the bedroom can hear the alarm
sound.
If the room is longer than 10 meters, you need to install several alarms.

Figure 1 Flat ceiling

4.2




Figure 2 Sloping wall

Inadmissible installation location
where is high temperature and humidity environment
Location which is dusty and dirty.
A place obscured by other objects.
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4.3






Installation method
Select a suitable installation location and ensure that no hidden objects such as
wires or water pipes are in the wall.
Drill two holes of 5mm in diameter in the mounting position referring to the
screw holes spacing on the bracket, see Figure 4.
Plug the 2 plastic plugs in the kit into the hole.
Fix the bracket to the wall by 2 screws in the kit, take care to tighten the screws.
Connect the alarm on the bracket.

Figure 3 Installation diagram
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Operation instruction
5.1

Be added to BASE

It needs the cooperation of SWM188A (gateway) to be added to the BASE
intelligent security system, please refer to the 'BASE User Guide' for details.

Step 1

Step 2: Press the

Step 3

button of heat alarm 3
times quickly.

5.2

Add to alarm system

It needs the cooperation of other alarms to be added to interconnected alarm system,
please refer to the 'BASE smart home alarm system Quick Start'.
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5.3

Kitchen Alarm as a host device press the button of the kitchen alarm 3 times
quickly. Wait for the indicator and then press the buttons of your other alarms 3
times quickly. Wait until the indicator of the host flashes 10 times.
Kitchen Alarm as a peripheral device, press the host (other alarms) 3 times.
Wait for the indicator light and then press the buttons of kitchen alarm 3 times
quickly. Wait until the indicator of host flashes 10 times.

Test the alarm
There are two ways to test the alarm.



Hold on the button for about 5 seconds.



Click test button of the alarm once in your APP (The alarm needs to be added to
the gateway).
Note!





5.4

Do not use flame to test alarm, or the alarm may go broke and cannot be
repaired.
Due to the alarm tone issued by 85 dB at least, so keep at least 1m distance from
the alarm.
In order to ensure the normal operation of the alarm, the test needs to be
conducted once a week.

Mute alarm

If the safety of the scene has been ensured when the alarm happens, you can
press the button to make a brief silence in order to avoid noise. Quiet time is about 10
minutes.
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5.5
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Status Description
Red indicator flashes every 32 seconds:
Red indicator flashes every second and send out
alarm without pressing the button:
Red indicator flashes every second and send out
alarm by pressing the button:
Red indicator flashes every 32 seconds and the
buzzer beeps 1 sound:
Pressing the button while alarming, the alarm will
be silent for about 10 minutes and the red
indicator flashes once every 32 seconds:

Normal status.
Alarm status.
Test status.
Low battery power.

Silence status.

Technical Specifications
Power input DC3V(AA×2)
Standby current ≤15μA
Trigger current ≤50mA
Frequency 868MHz
Wireless distance ≥100 meters @in an open air
Alarm temperature 54℃~70℃
Alarm volume ≥85dB@1m
Silence time About 10 minutes
Environment -10~50℃, ≤95%RH Non-condensate
Environmental standards
Size
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RoHS
Φ100×40mm

Troubleshooting
Number

Problems

Reasons

Solutions

Alarm doesn't join
Alarming while
detecting abnormal
1

heat, but the status in
APP does not change.

App.

Refer to section 5.1.

Gateway doesn’t

Check Wi-Fi or

connect to the Wi-

reconfigure

Fi network.

the network.

Smart phone doesn’t

Connect the Wi-Fi and
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connect to the Wi-Fi

reconfigure the

network.

network.

Distance between
alarm and gateway
is too large.
The response of alarm is The installation
2

very slow while

location is

has abnormal

not suitable.

Reinstall according
to the recommended
installation location.

heat.
Will not alarm while
detecting abnormal
3

heat.
Will not alarm by

4

The temperature
has not reached the
set value.

Battery exhausted.

pressing the test button.
Red indicator

Replace battery.

flashes every 32
5

Refer to section 6.

seconds and the
buzzer beeps 1

Low battery power.

sound:
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Statement

The information in the User's Manual is absolutely correct at the time of publication,
however we are not responsible for the application of this document. The application
mentioned in this document is for illustration purposes only. We do not guarantee or
represent that these applications without further modifications are appropriate and that
we also have the right to modify the product without any notice. For the latest
information, please refer to our website http://www.china-siter.com。

SITERWELL ELECTRONICS CO.,LIMITED
Address:

No.666 Qingfeng Road, Jiangbei District,
Ningbo, Zhejiang

Phone:
Postcode:
Web:
Importer:
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